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This report is an abridged version of GardaWorld Weekly Iraq .Xplored August 03, 2019. To subscribe to the full
versions of the daily/weekly Iraq .Xplored reports, or for enquires relating to other GardaWorld services, please
contact daniel.matthews@garda.com

Disclaimer: The information and opinions expressed in this Report are the views of GardaWorld and constitute a judgment as at the date of
the Report and are subject to change without notice. The information and opinions expressed in this Report have been formed in good faith on
the basis of the best information and intelligence available at the time of writing, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made
as to its accuracy, completeness or correctness. GardaWorld accepts no liability arising out of or in connection with the comments made or
the information set out in this Report and the reader is advised that any decision taken to act or not to act in reliance on this Report is taken
solely at the reader’s own risk. In particular, the comments in this Report should not be construed as advice, legal or otherwise.
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OUTLOOK
Short term outlook
▪

Current US-Iran tensions, compounded by downing of a US drone by Iran on Jun 20 and the US assessment
that Iran was responsible for the June 13, 2019 attacks on shipping in the Gulf of Oman, have led to the
heightened possibility of attacks against US interests in Iraq. A rocket attack targeting the International Zone
on May 19, 2019, and the Rumaila oilfield and Burjisiya in Basra province on Jun 18 and 19, 2019 respectively
was most likely carried out by rogue militia factions with ties to Iran and is consistent with standing patterns of
Shia militia activity in Baghdad and the southern region at times of heightened political tensions. Rocket attacks
against the IZ are not unprecedented however the threat of further attacks from Iran-aligned militia elements,
including kidnap and rocket attacks, is assessed as credible in the event of further escalation.

▪

Political tensions remain high in the southern regions and sporadic protests continue to take place in Basra and
other provinces in the south. Protest activity, driven mainly by financial grievances and calls for improvements
in essential services have continued in 2019, but not to the same level as 2018’s “summer of discontent” when
widespread violence materialized throughout the southern region. However, as the weather continues to heat
up, protest activity, as expected, is increasing in the south and with the summer months now beginning, there
are fears that if the electricity supply does not see considerable improvements protests are likely to grow in
number, similar to last year, with the possible ensuing violence representing the first major test of Prime Minister
Mahdi.

▪

Although defeated militarily, IS continues to pose a serious and long-term security challenge, especially in the
northern provinces and Anbar, where high levels of asymmetric activity continues. The suicide vest attack in
Sadr City on May 09, 2019 also underlines the continuing threat posed by IS cells in Baghdad City who retain
intent to escalate operations. Absent a significant escalation in IS activity, the attack is not assessed to change
the security situation in the capital which has been relatively stable in 2019, however, the attack demonstrates
that IS continues to have the capability and intent to launch attacks of this nature within the City.

▪

Following weeks of speculation with regards to the longer-term status of the International Zone (IZ) that was
partially opened to the public in December 2018, on June 04, 2019 the IZ was fully opened to the public on a
24/7 basis. The move is seen as part of an attempt by the government to head off criticism that security is
starting to deteriorate in the country, amidst reports of increased attacks in northern Iraq and fires in rural
farmlands. Regardless, the move marks an important moment that symbolizes the increased stability that has
been felt in the capital over the last two years.

Medium to long term outlook
▪

Sectarian violence can be expected to continue in areas of Northern Iraq which remain permissive to IS
operations, including Nineveh, Salah al-Din, Diyala and southwestern Kirkuk. Attacks will continue to target
security checkpoints and outpost, especially in Sunni dominated areas controlled by Shia dominated security
forces.

▪ Islamic State activity will continue to dominate security reporting with focus on the potential resurgence of an
insurgent campaign in northern and western Iraq. Despite ongoing ISF efforts to clear remaining IS pockets,
the group retains a degree of freedom of movement in the desert regions of Anbar, near the Syrian border, and
along the Hamrin Mountains.
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SIGNIFICANT EVENTS
Iraqi Parliamentary Committee members reportedly push for the dismissal of several
Ministers
Further rumours of potential future ministerial dismissals have been raised, with claims that at least four ministers
are set to be removed in relation to corruption. There have been a number of meetings in recent weeks between
the legislative and judicial branches, specifically focused on anti-corruption measures and the lifting of
parliamentarian immunity for individuals currently under investigation over allegations of corruption, which was
approved in late July 2019. A potential reshuffle has already been suggested as a potential outcome from
corruption investigations, which, if it occurs, will take place in August 2019.

Financial reforms are essential for Iraq’s redevelopment
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) released a report on July 26 that outlined its assessment of the economic
situation in Iraq and published a series of recommendations that it believes will assist the country in rebuilding its
economy. The report notes that Iraq has managed to successfully offset recent economic vulnerabilities because
of its large fiscal surplus from last year, however the demands for investment in areas damaged during the conflict
with IS, a slow-to-respond economy and a potential fluctuation in the price of oil, all present risks to the financial
rejuvenation of the economy

Chairman of the PMF anticipates integration into Iraqi military in two months
The Chairman of the Popular Mobilisation Forces, Faleh al-Fayyad, has announced during a news conference that
he anticipates the PMF will close its offices within two months to coincide with the Prime Minister’s decree that
requested all PMFs be absorbed into the Iraq military. The PM had initially stated that the PMFs should be
absorbed into the military by July 31, however this date seemed ambitious as there was limited support to guide
the PMFs towards full integration into the army. Al-Fayyad said that he has sent a letter to the Prime Minister to
request additional time for the integration to be carried out, stating that the process is well underway.
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OVERVIEW
Political
Iraqi Parliamentary Committee members reportedly push for the dismissal of a number of Ministers
Further rumours of potential future ministerial dismissals have been raised, with claims that at least four ministers
are set to be removed in relation to corruption. There have been a number of meetings in recent weeks between
the legislative and judicial branches, specifically focused on anti-corruption measures and the lifting of
parliamentarian immunity for individuals currently under investigation over allegations of corruption, which was
approved in late July 2019. A potential reshuffle has already been suggested as a potential outcome from
corruption investigations, which, if it occurs, will take place in August 2019.
Financial reforms are essential for Iraq’s redevelopment
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) released a report on July 26 that outlined its assessment of the economic
situation in Iraq and published a series of recommendations that it believes will assist the country in rebuilding its
economy. The report notes that Iraq has managed to successfully offset recent economic vulnerabilities because
of its large fiscal surplus from last year, however the demands for investment in areas damaged during the conflict
with IS, a slow-to-respond economy and a potential fluctuation in the price of oil all present risks to the financial
rejuvenation of the economy. The IMF also noted that there remains harsh social conditions across the country
and the ongoing protests concerned with the lack of employment highlights that much more is yet to be achieved.
The organisation has recommended that the federal government increases the opportunities for public investment
and the creation of “buffers” in order to help deal with any future oil price shocks. The IMF also made reference to
the benefits of the government developing mechanisms to oversee spending and reducing the potential for
corruption.
Head of the UN team investigating IS crimes calls for Nuremberg-like trials in Iraq
Karim Khan, the head of the UN team that is tasked with investigating the crimes committed by IS in Iraq, has said
that the suspected terrorists should face trials similar to the ones held in Nuremberg for Nazi officials after the end
of the second world war. Khan and his team have visited numerous parts of the country in order to collect evidence
that will eventually be used against the suspects. The UN’s investigative body, referred to as UNITAD, is tasked
with analysing thousands of bodies found in mass graves and over half a million videos that may contain evidence
of crimes committed by the terrorist group. In an interview with Agence France-Presse, Khan spoke about the
difficulties of bringing together the large volumes of evidence in the form of video footage – the majority of which
appeared online. Khan has drawn comparisons between the impact the Nuremberg trials had on peoples support
for Nazism after the war and the hope that a similar trial will espouse a similar response for jihadist extremism. He
believes that trials of IS terrorists “"would have an educative effect, not only in the region, but in other parts of the
world where communities may be vulnerable to the lies and propaganda of ISIS.”
Chairman of the PMF anticipates integration into Iraqi military in two months
The Chairman of the Popular Mobilisation Forces, Faleh al-Fayyad, has announced during a news conference that
he anticipates the PMF will close its offices within two months’ time to coincide with the Prime Minister’s decree
that requested all PMFs be absorbed into the Iraq military. The PM had initially stated that the PMFs should be
absorbed into the military by July 31, however this date seemed ambitious as there was limited support to guide
the PMFs towards full integration into the army. Al-Fayyad said that he has sent a letter to the Prime Minister to
request additional time for the integration to be carried out, stating that the process is well underway. Later this
week, the PMF reportedly outlined its vision for their integration, stating that they wanted to establish a command
centre that could see the PMFs take equal status alongside the ministries of defence and interior. A prominent
PMU commander, Moein al-Kazemi, stated in a press release that most of the PMU commanders are in favour of
keeping the current formation, however this idea was rebuffed by the former Prime Minister, Haider al-Abadi back
in 2018 when Abu Mahdi al-Muhandis put the suggestion to him. The rejection by al-Abadi ultimately led to
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Muhandis calling for the PM to stand down, a move which some interpreted as advertising how much political
influence Muhandis wields.
Iraq and Saudi Arabia drafts security arrangement
The Iraqi government and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia have both approved a draft agreement on security
cooperation between the two countries. The agreement aims to help strengthen ties between the two countries on
the back of a previous agreement in April that covered areas such as trade, political cooperation, security and
energy. The neighbours have had their differences on a range of issues, however their relationship was reported
to have improved in 2015, when Saudi Arabia opened their embassy in the Iraqi capital. The Saudi kingdom is
building relations with Baghdad as an effort, in tandem with its allies, to coax Iraq away from the sphere of influence
of Iran. In return, Iraq is aware of the buying power of Riyadh and is keen to improve economic ties. Riyadh had
previously declared its intention to help fund a sports city in Iraq and the building of four diplomatic posts in the
country.

Security
Push back against reported plans to move IS families into provinces
Approximately 5000 people that were believed to be involved with IS are being transferred from refugee camps in
Syria to new camps in Nineveh province, Iraq. It is reported that the returnees will enter Iraq via the Rabia border
crossing into Iraq, where it is planned for them to be held in the al-Gadaa and Hamman al-Alil. The move, however,
has come in for criticism from a range of people. The former MP, Mehmah Agha, has stated that many of the
families are “ticking timebombs” and subsequently called for leaders in Baghdad and Erbil to stop the planned
relocation. Meanwhile, the Ministry of Migration and Displacement issued a denial, stating that there is no plan to
bring IS families from Syria into Iraq. The provincial councils of Nineveh and Mosul have both outlined their
resistance to the plans and a number of authorities have called on foreign states to take back their citizens. The
Kurdish Democratic Party have also made a public statement on the issue, echoing a similar sentiment to that of
the provincial councils.
UN warns that IS leader is planning a comeback
In a recently released report on IS, the United Nations have published its assessment of the terrorist group and
claim that the group are going through a revival in Iraq. The report states that the leadership is now located in Iraq,
including Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi. The report’s authors state, “The (IS) leadership aims to adapt, survive and
consolidate in the core area and to establish sleeper cells at the local level in preparation for eventual resurgence”
and later says this will result in a series of large-scale international attacks, when they have sufficiently rebuilt their
operational capabilities. It has been reported throughout the majority of 2019 that the group has been reshaping
itself into an organisation that focuses on carrying out smaller attacks, insurgent attacks whilst maintaining a light
footprint. In tandem with US intelligence assessments, UN member states believes IS’ operational capabilities to
be more advanced than in Syria and therefore it is more likely that an increase in attacks will be seen across Iraq.
‘Israel carried out airstrikes on IRGC targets in Iraq’ says Western diplomatic sources
Israeli airstrikes have targeted Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps and Lebanese Hezbollah positions in Iraq over
the past eleven days, according to a number of international media outlets who have quoted anonymous western
diplomatic sources. The claims come after Israeli F-35 fighter jets reportedly carried out strikes on targets in Iraq
that included IRGC troops and Lebanese Hezbollah militants. Also targeted in the blast were Iranian ballistic
missiles intended for use in either Lebanon or Syria to target Israel. The first target was reported to be an Iranian
missile depot in al-Amerli, Salah-al-Din province on July 19. On July 28, sources indicated that Camp Ashraf,
which had previously housed the Iranian opposition group People’s Mujahedeen of Iran (MEK) but is currently
home to a PMU brigade. In the past week, Israeli aircraft struck targets in Syria in an attempt to push back an
Iranian move to secure the strategic Tal al-Hara; an area that would have provided an ideal launch site towards
Israel.
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Humanitarian
Iraq and Turkey to establish a joint water resource centre in Baghdad
Iraq and Turkey agreed to establish a joint water resources centre in Baghdad to study and address water issues
in the region, with a particular focus on solving water issues in Basra, in order to prevent disease and illnesses
spread by the use of unclean water. Ankara will provide expertise and advice on the matter, including on improving
irrigation infrastructure and increasing productivity, which has been highlighted as a priority for the group.
Turkey and the US hold talks on Syrian safe zone proposal
Turkish and American officials held talks over the proposal for a safe corridor in the north of Syria. Turkish military
officials informed the press at a briefing that talks to find a mutually agreed framework have yet to come to fruition
and these discussions are still ongoing. Turkey claims that their demands have not been met, whilst the US issued
a statement claiming that any Turkish operation in northern Syria is likely to hinder the peaceful resolution to the
situation. Turkey’s Prime Minister, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, has taken a robust approach to the discussions, stating
that Turkey is running out of patience with the issues it sees as a threat in Syria; namely the YPG and other Kurdish
groups. The Kurdish Democratic Union Party co-chair, Shahoz Hassan, has warned that if Turkey was to undertake
unilateral military action in northern Syria, then this may well rejuvenate IS and give Iran the opportunity to increase
its sphere of influence in the country.
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WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT
Countrywide Military/Security Situation
Northern Provinces

With the Turkish military’s recently launched Operation Claw 2 continuing to target Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK)
insurgents in northern areas of the Kurdistan Region of Iraq (KRI), Turkish forces killed nine PKK members during
counter terrorism operations during the period. Airstrikes were carried out in the Avasin region of Dohuk province,
resulting in the deaths of three terrorists and two PKK militants were killed whilst attempting to cross the border
into Turkey from northern Iraq’s Metina region. Several fires also reportedly broke out near the village of Piruzana
in Amedi district, also in Dohuk province following a Turkish airstrike on suspected PKK positions in the area.
Turkish aircraft also destroyed weapon caches and shelters used by the PKK in the Zap and Metina regions.
Separately, in Erbil, one person was killed, and several others wounded when an armed dispute broke out between
neighbours in the Bakhtiari neighbourhood of Soran district, north Erbil. The incident was believed to be linked to
a land ownership dispute and ten suspects were subsequently arrested. Finally, in Sulaymaniyah, the Asayish
arrested three drugs trafficking gangs in Sulaymaniyah province.
In Nineveh province during the reporting period, on Jul 28, unconfirmed reports indicated that a vehicle-borne IED
detonated at a security checkpoint near the village of al-Sahaji, south west of Mosul, without causing casualties.
In addition, an IED planted by suspected IS militants, detonated against a passing vehicle belonging to a tribal
chief in the al-Ebour village in western Mosul city on the same day, without causing casualties. One IS
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underground tunnel was destroyed in an operation near the village of al-Zawiyah in Qayyarah sub-district, south
of Mosul, the tunnel reportedly being used by IS sleeper cells to move between Mount Qarachogh in Makhmour
and the desert region in western Nineveh province. It was also reported that a former member of parliament,
Salem Juma Khudr (Shabak, KDP) claimed that he survived an assassination attempt on July 30. Khudr said that
a security force from the PMU’s 30th Bde (Shabak) surrounded the village of Tozawa in Bashiqa district, north of
Mosul following the attack. Local commentary suggested that the incident may have been linked to US sanctions
recently imposed on a senior commander of the pro-Iran Shabak armed militia, Waad Qado. (NFDK).
In Kirkuk on July 26, two civilians were reportedly killed, and seven others were wounded by a roadside IED
explosion near the village of Tal al-Chul in Taza sub-district, south of Kirkuk. Local media outlets also reported
that Kakai-majority village of Tozawa in Daquq district, south of Kirkuk, was hit by a mortar attack launched by
suspected IS militants. There were no reported casualties. Meanwhile, on July 30, two unidentified gunmen on a
motorcycle threw a hand grenade into a stationary military vehicle that belonged to the Federal Police in the centre
of Daquq city. Again, no reported casualties. On Jul 31, a federal police captain was reportedly killed by an IED
detonation near Hawija, south west of Kirkuk city and a hand grenade detonated in the vicinity of a local market in
Daquq.
In Salah-al-Din, a civilian was killed, and three others were wounded in a legacy IED explosion in Baiji district,
north of Tikrit. A number of cache finds were reported in the province, predominantly in the Mukayshfah area,
north of Samarra and the Albu Juwari and al-Hawi areas along the Tigris River in Baiji district. An ISF member
was also killed and four others were wounded when suspected IS militants attacked a security checkpoint in
Sayyed Ghraib area of Dujail district, south of Tikrit. Finally, one person was injured when a roadside IED exploded
near his vehicle in Sharqat district and a number of IS militants shot at an ISF checkpoint resulting in the death of
one ISF member in Abbasiyah district. ISF also intercepted a vehicle that was reportedly transporting IEDs to
target ISF and the general public in the Duluaiya subdistrict and a group of IS militants engaged an ISF unit with
SAF in the Sayyid Gharib area, resulting in the deaths of five ISF members and injuring one other.
Finally, in Diyala, an IED detonated against a passing vehicle on Highway 5 near Abu Khanazir in Abu Saida subdistrict on Jul 29, resulting in two civilians being wounded. ISF mortar batteries targeted three IS positions in the
Mutaibijah region near the provincial boundaries between Diyala and Salah-al-Din. Local media reporting had
indicated that IS sleeper cells have increased their activities in the area in recent days. In addition, a complex
(sniper and mortar) attack by suspected IS militants in Kifri district late on July 31 resulted in the deaths of at least
four people and the wounding of eight others, according to local media reports. The dead include two Asayish
security service officers and two Peshmerga, according to a statement from the local administration. No group
has yet claimed responsibility for the attack, which occurred in Koks sub-district, although IS has been active in
the area in the past and the local administration blamed the group for this latest attack. Finally, one person was
killed in a tribal skirmish that erupted in the Jizani al-Jul village near Khalis with seven suspects subsequently
being arrested and Iraqi airstrikes targeted three IS positions in the vicinity of Lake Hamrin and along the outskirts
of Qara Tepe sub-district, Khanaqin.
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Anbar Province

A number of ISF operations were reported this week in Anbar province, primarily aimed at clearing legacy IEDs in
Fallujah and Ramadi and their surrounding areas. 78 IEDs were cleared in the Albu Thiab area and 12 IEDs were
cleared in the Harariyat area. In Rawah, a number of IEDs were disarmed in several houses in preparation for the
return of a number of Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) to their homes and an Iraqi airstrike killed four IS militants
and destroyed one underground tunnel in the desert area of al-Madham, also in Rawah district. In addition, in
Rutbah, a Coalition airstrike destroyed a weapons depot believed to belong to an IS cell in the al-Ghadaf Valley
and a number of IS shelters were destroyed in a search operation carried in the villages of Wadi al-Halcom, Ka'ara
and al-Afiaf, also in Rutbah district. In Hit, armed assailants reportedly shot and killed a poultry farmer and two
IEDs were found and subsequently cleared by ISF in the Albu Asaaf area. Finally, in Ramadi, an IED detonated in
front of a house in the Khaldiya area, causing material damage only.
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Capital Region (Including Baghdad City)

Violent trends in Baghdad city remained unchanged from previous weeks and as such driven by criminal
activity and local tensions confined to areas typically associated with high levels of violence. Accordingly, a
member of the civil defence force was reportedly killed when several unidentified gunmen broke into his house
in the Baladiyat area of New Baghdad district on July 25 although it was not known why the civil defence
member was targeted. ISF EOD disposed of an IED placed near a restaurant in the Benook neighbourhood
in the Shaab area and gunmen carrying suppressed weapons shot and killed a civilian in the al-Duwanim area
in southwestern Baghdad city. Separately, armed assailants shot and killed a civilian in Shula area of
Kadhimiyah district and three gunmen shot and wounded one civilian in Sadr city. A series of protests have
continued throughout the city with demonstrators continuing to protest over a range of issues that include an
increase in pay, access to better basic services and employment opportunities. Protests continued in Tahrir
Square, the Zayouna area, Sadoun, Salahiya (east of the al-Rasheed hotel) and Karada district
No significant changes were noted in the provincial areas over the week, with violence confined to population
centres generally characterised by local tensions. As such, low-level SAF attacks took place in the
Hussainiyah district, northeast of Baghdad and following a dispute, a gunman in the Latifiyah area shot and
wounded one civilian.
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Southern Provinces

In Babel this week, following a dispute, several gunmen in the Jameyi’at area shot and wounded one ISF member
and one Government of Iraq (GoI) employee. (NFDK). In Karbala, the security media cell announced that one
person was killed, and two others were wounded when a suspected UVIED detonated beneath a minibus near a
security checkpoint on Route Cleveland - Hwy 9, close to the provincial boundaries between Karbala and Babel.
Local sources indicate that the ISF subsequently arrested the driver, however conflicting and unconfirmed reports
indicated that the explosion may have been caused by an LPG fuel tanker.
In Najaf, a civilian was killed when several armed men driving a pickup truck opened fire near the Bayti residential
area north of the region and unconfirmed reports this week claimed that a civil activist survived an assassination
attempt at an unspecified location on the airport road in Najaf. Meanwhile, in Dhi Qar, five people were wounded
by SAF during an argument between neighbours that ended up escalating into a tribal dispute in a village in Shatra
district, north of Nasiriyah. Twenty suspects were subsequently arrested and three assault rifles along with eight
magazines seized. In Maysan, a woman and her two children were killed by an unidentified gunman who broke
into their house in the al-Iskan district in central Amarah city. The Maysan Police Command confirmed that the
incident was linked to a financial dispute.
Finally, a relatively calm week was noted in Basra City overall, with the usual low-level SAF attacks recorded in
less affluent areas of Basra City, assessed to be related to tribal grievances, criminality and personal disputes.
Gunmen carrying suppressed weapons shot and killed a civilian in Shatt al-Arab district in eastern Basra province
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and a hand grenade was thrown at a house in the Hay al-Muhandsin area, resulting in one person being injured.
On July 30, four bystanders were wounded when an armed dispute broke out in the Sabkhat al-Arab area in central
Basra city, which resulted in one arrest. Meanwhile demonstration activity remains constant but at a relatively low
level. Around 150 contractors demonstrated in the Saai area of Basra City demanding to be hired and for the third
day in a row, dozens of temporary security guards demonstrated in the vicinity of al-Siba gas filed in al-Faw district,
south of Basra, demanding permanent employment. Several protestors were subsequently arrested as the ISF
eventually dispersed the gathering. Meanwhile an MP from the al-Hikma Front, Jassem al-Bakhati, has stated
that a series of demonstrations will be held by retired government workers across all Iraqi provinces on August 6
to demand an increase in pension payments.
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ACRONYM LIST
AII - Area of Intelligence Interest
AKA - Also Known As
AO - Area of Operations
APC - Armored Personnel Carrier
APIED - Anti-Personnel IED
AQ - Al-Qaeda
AT - Anti-Tank
ATGW - Anti Tank Guided Weapon
AVIED - Anti-Vehicle IED
BBIED - Body Borne IED
Bde - Brigade
Bn - Battalion
BXP - Border Crossing Point
CET - Convoy Escort Team
CLC - Concerned Local Citizens
CoP - Chief of Police
CP - Check Point
C-PERS - Captured Personnel
CPX - Complex Attack (attack using multiple weapon systems)
CQA - Close Quarter Assassination/Attack
DBS - Drive by Shooting
Div - Division
DoD - Department of Defense
DoS - Department of State
DoS - US Department of State
ECP - Entry Control Point
EFP - Explosively Formed Projectile
EOD - Explosive Ordinance Disposal (Bomb Squad)
ERW - Explosive Remnants of War
FoM - Freedom of Movement
GoI - Government of Iraq
HCN - Host Country National
HG - Hand Grenade
HME - Home Made Explosive
HMG - Heavy Machine Gun
HVT - High Value Target
IC - International Community
IDF - Indirect Fire (i.e.: rockets, mortars)
IDP - Internally Displaced Persons
IEC - Independent Electoral Commission
IED - Improvised Explosive Device
IM - International Military
IOC - International Oil Company
IRAM - Improvised Rocket Assisted Mortar
IRL - Improvised Rocket Launcher
IS - Islamic State
IVCP - Illegal Vehicle Check Point
IVO - In Vicinity Of
IZ - International Zone
KIA - Killed in Action
LN - Local National/Iraqi Civilian
MAIED - Magnetically attached IED (aka UVIED)
MIA - Missing in Action
MoD - Ministry of Defense
MoF - Ministry of Finance
MoFA - Ministry of Foreign Affairs
MoHE - Ministry of Higher Education
MoI - Ministry of Interior
MoJ - Ministry of Justice
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MoO - Ministry of Oil
MoT - Ministry of Transportation
MSR - Main Supply Route
NFDK - No Further Details Known
NGO - Non-Governmental Organization (aid/charity)
NSTR - Nothing Significant To Report
OCG - Organized Crime Group
OPF - Oil Protection Force
PAX - Person, Persons or Passenger
PBIED - Person-Borne Improvised Explosive Device (UN
Term)
PMF – Popular Mobilisation Forces
PoI - Point of Impact (for IDF)
PoO - Point of Origin (for IDF)
PSAF - Precision Small Arms Fire
PSC - Private Security Company
PSD - Private Security Detail
RCIED - Remote-Controlled IED
RPG - Rocket Propelled Grenade
RTA - Road Traffic Accident
SAF - Small Arms Fire
SAFIRE - Surface to Air FIRE
SF - Special Forces
SVBIED - Suicide Vehicle Borne IED
SVEST - Suicide Explosive Worn Vest
TCN - Third Country National
TCP - Traffic Control Point
Technical - An improvised weapon-mounted pick-up truck
TTP - Tactics, Techniques and Practices
UVIED - Under Vehicle IED
UXO - Unexploded Ordnance
VBIED - Vehicle Borne IED
VCP - Vehicle Checkpoint
WIA - Wounded in Action
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GARDAWORLD INFORMATION SERVICES
From our management offices and field offices in strategic locations our constant monitoring of the high-risk
environments in which we work is conveyed through our range of .Xplored™ risk analysis reports. The reports
contain detailed updates, delivering current and relevant ground-truth information to assist both our personnel and
our clients in their decision-making.
Our wider risk management solutions provide members of the defense, diplomatic, development, oil & gas and
infrastructure sectors operating in potentially high-risk and complex environments with a comprehensive range of
risk analysis, intelligence, crisis response, and training services. These services are designed to provide clients
with the proactive capability to remain aware in potentially hostile environments and identify risks while
strengthening their reactive capacity in emergency situations.
Our current regular reporting geographies include: Nigeria, Mali, Libya, Iraq, Afghanistan and Yemen on a daily,
weekly, fortnightly, and monthly basis.
Through our constant monitoring and predictive threat analysis our Information Services team help you plan for,
manage, and respond to risks.
For more information on our .Xplored reports or for information about our special-to-task reports tailored to
individual client requirements, please contact us: or contact our regional representative iraq.ram@garda.com
(Mobile: +964 7823 783 972)
For more information on how our services can support your business in Iraq contact:
Daniel Matthews, Senior Director Iraq daniel.matthews@garda.com

GARDAWORLD
A global leader in comprehensive security and risk management
GardaWorld International Protective Services is the international security division of GardaWorld Security
Corporation, the world's largest privately owned security company with over 62,000 global staff.
We support clients in emerging, complex and high-risk markets around the world with static security, security
consulting, risk analysis and reporting, crisis management and business continuity, mobile security, close
protection, training and kidnap for ransom and extortion response solutions.
We work across multiple business sectors to provide protection and security for clients in the extractives,
aerospace and defense, critical infrastructure, government and diplomatic and development sectors to secure
employees, assets, and reputation so clients can focus solely on running daily operations and growing their
business.
Discover more about the markets we serve and to learn how our international security solutions can help you
contact us today: gwinfo@garda.com

Confidential and proprietary © GardaWorld
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